This article investigates the combined influence of nonlinear radiation, Stefan blowing and chemical reactions on unsteady electro-magneto-hydrodynamic stagnation-point flow of a nanofluid from a horizontal stretching sheet. Both electrical and magnetic body forces are considered. In addition, the effects of velocity slip, thermal slip and mass slip are considered at the boundaries. An analytical method named as homotopy analysis method is applied to solve the nondimensional system of nonlinear partial differential equations which are obtained by applying similarity transformations on governing equations. The effects of emerging parameters such as Stefan blowing parameter, electric parameter and magnetic parameter on the important physical quantities are presented graphically. In addition, an entropy generation analysis is provided in this article for thermal optimization. The flow is observed to be accelerated both with increasing magnetic field and electrical field. Entropy generation number is markedly enhanced with greater magnetic field, electrical field and Reynolds number, whereas it is reduced with increasing chemical reaction parameter.
Introduction
Stefan blowing (wall injection) finds substantial applications in industrial systems such as drying and purifying processes where boundaries are perforated. The 'blowing effect' occurs due to the mass transfer of molecules or nanoparticles from one location to another. Mass transfer is also fundamental to absorption, evaporation, combustion, distillation and materials synthesis. The concept of blowing effect is provided by the Stefan problem which is an application of mass transfer 1 of species. Stefan blowing problem states that there exists a relation between the rate of mass transfer and flow field at the wall because mass transfer is dependent upon the flow field, and flow field is generated by mass blowing at wall. Fang and Jing 2 have considered the Stefan blowing effects to investigate the mass and heat transfer of a viscous fluid over a linearly stretching sheet and observed that velocity, temperature and concentration are increasing functions of blowing parameter. Uddin et al. 3 have provided a numerical study of bioconvection nanofluid flow over a plate incorporating the effects of Stefan blowing, velocity, thermal and mass slips at the wall. In addition, Uddin et al. 4 investigated the second-order velocity slip and Stefan blowing effects for bio-nanofluid flow with passively boundary conditions. Nanofluids 5-8 consist of base fluids containing nano-sized metallic particles. The presence of metallic nanoparticles enhances thermal conductivity properties of such fluids. Shahzad et al. 9 have presented the analytical study of the magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) flow of Cu-based nanoparticles. They have observed that the heat transfer enhances near the surface due to the presence of Cu-nanoparticles. Sheikholeslami and Bhatti 10 have applied finite element method to investigate the influence of Coulomb force on the forceconvective nanofluid flow and observed an enhancement in Nusselt number due to electric field. A broad literature is available regarding the different types of study on nanofluid [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] due to a vast amount of applications of it in industries and engineering field.
In high-temperature materials processing, thermal radiation is significant. Generally, two modelling approaches are employed for simulating radiative heat transfer effects: linear and nonlinear models. Nonlinear radiation is valid for both high and low temperature difference, but linear radiation is valid only for low temperature difference. Thus, to provide a more general and physically realistic simulation, we consider the nonlinear thermal radiation in this article. Numerous studies of radiative flows have been communicated. Khan et al. 19 have investigated the nonlinear radiation effect on a MHD nanofluid flow from a sheet and have shown that the rate of heat transfer is increased for a shrinking sheet, whereas it is decreased for a stretching sheet. Bhatti and Rashidi 20 have examined the combined influence of thermal radiation and diffusion on nanofluid flow over a stretching sheet. Sheikholeslami 21 has investigated the effect of Lorentz force and radiation on a Fe 3 O 4 À H 2 O nanofluid motion and achieved an enhancement in the rate of heat transfer with an increment in radiation parameter. Rashid et al. 22 have considered the impact of thermal radiation with aligned magnetic field on a Cu and Al 2 O 3 -water nanofluid flow over a stretching sheet. Further studies include the works by Poornima and Reddy 23 and Mohyud-Din and Khan 24 for different configurations along with multiple body force effects.
Materials processing systems often involve chemical reactions, which may be destructive or constructive in nature and can influence significantly the heat and mass diffusion phenomena. Generally, boundary layer flow models utilize first-order chemical reaction effects and assume the reaction to be destructive. Chemical reactions are instrumental in transforming material constitution. This phenomenon also arises in chemical engineering industries, electrochemistry, hydrolysis, electro-plating and combustion processes (furnaces, fires, jet propulsion etc.). Interesting studies of reactive flows include the work on magnetic viscoelastic fluids, 25 on two-phase nanofluids 26 , on radiative rotating nanofluid flows, 27 on dissipative radiative hydromagnetic double diffusion transport 28 and on porous nanofluid flows. 29 Further investigations in literature have shown that chemical reaction has a significant influence on heat and/or mass transfer characteristics. [30] [31] [32] [33] The second law of thermodynamics provides a way to quantify the level of disorder of a thermodynamical system. This study is known as entropy generation analysis which is very useful in optimizing thermal engineering systems to operate at high working efficiency. The method of entropy generation minimization was originally proposed by Bejan 34 in 1996. Many researchers have investigated the effects of physical parameters on entropy generation in various thermal flow regimes. Tshehla and Makinde 35 have calculated the rate of entropy generation in steady flow of a liquid with variable viscosity for two concentric cylindrical pipes. Das et al. 36 have elaborated on entropy generation in an unsteady MHD flow of nanofluid from a stretching sheet, observing that metallic nanoparticles generate a large amount of entropy. Rehman et al. 37 have considered the steady Jeffery nanofluid flow over a stretching sheet, indicating that entropy generation number is an increasing function of thermophoresis parameter, Eckert number and Brinkman number. Qing et al. 38 have studied the entropy generation analysis on a MHD flow of Casson nanofluid with the effects of chemical reactions and nonlinear thermal radiation over a stretching surface. Bhatti et al. 39 have applied successive linearization method to investigate the entropy generation analysis for non-Newtonian nanofluid over stretching surface.
The preceding studies have not considered entropy generation for the combined unsteady electromagnetic nanofluid stagnation flow from a stretching sheet with the simultaneous effects of Stefan blowing, chemical reaction, nonlinear thermal radiation, velocity slip, thermal slip and mass slip. Both electrical and magnetic body forces are incorporated in the mathematical model. 40 The system of governing equations has been transformed into a non-dimensional system of nonlinear partial differential equations by applying similarity transformations. The non-dimensional boundary value problem is thereafter solved with the homotopy analysis method (HAM) employing power-series expansions. HAM was discovered by Liao, [41] [42] [43] which is an excellent analytical technique to solve the nonlinear ordinary and partial differential equations. Rehman et al. 44 have compared the numerical results obtained via shooting technique with HAM results of Casson fluid flow over an exponentially stretching sheet. In this article, we employ this technique to solve the system of nonlinear partial differential equations 45 which a nondimensional form of governing equations. This problem has applications in thermal management 46 of high heat flux electronics such as heat pipes, energy conversion devices and biomedical research.
The article is structured as follows. Section 'Introduction' is the introductory part. Section 'Mathematical model' covers the problem formulation. Section 'Entropy generation analysis' entails the entropy generation analysis. Section 'Solutions with HAM' elaborates the analytical homotopy solutions and convergence characteristics. A brief discussion of results is presented in section 'Discussion of results'. Section 'Concluding remarks' summarizes the conclusions. This work is relevant to electromagnetic nanomaterials processing.
Mathematical model
In this problem, we analyse the composite influence of Stefan blowing, destructive first-order chemical reaction and nonlinear radiation on two-dimensional (2D) timedependent electro-magneto-hydrodynamic (EMHD) stagnation-point flow 47 of an electrically conducting incompressible nanofluid from a stretching sheet. Figure  1 represents the geometry of the problem, in which the point O is a stagnation point. The horizontal x-axis is located along the sheet, and the vertical y-axis is fixed in a direction perpendicular to the sheet. At the surface of sheet, the effects of velocity, thermal and mass slips are also considered. Such phenomena are known to arise in materials processing systems. Under these considerations, the boundary layer equations for conservation of mass, momentum, energy and nanoparticle (species) concentrations are defined may be shown to assume the form 21, 48, 49 
The following boundary conditions are imposed at the sheet (wall) and in the free stream:
where u (m=s), v(m=s) are the velocities along the x (m) and y (m) axes, respectively, and t (s) represents the time. The velocity of the sheet is u w (x) = b x, where b is the sheet (wall) stretching parameter, and free-stream velocity is defined as u ' = a x. The term y nf (m 2 =s) represents the kinematic viscosity, whereas m nf (Ns=m 2 ) represents the dynamic viscosity of nanofluid. In addition, the term r nf (kg=m 3 ) is density of nanofluid, s nf (S=m) is electrical conductivity of nanofluid, k nf (W/(mÁK)) is thermal conductivity of nanofluid, which is obtained by Rosseland approximations. This approximation is valid for optically thick fluids which can absorb or emit radiation at their boundaries.
Proceeding with the analysis, the following similarity transformations are applied to convert equations (1)- (5) into non-dimensional form 51 ,52
where x is the similarity variable, G(x, y), u(x, y) and S(x, y) are non-dimensional stream function, temperature and nanoparticles concentration, respectively, and t represents the non-dimensional time. The term c represents the dimensional stream function which satisfies equation (1) and is defined by the Cauchy-Riemann equations, u = ∂c=∂ y, v = À (∂c=∂ x). The non-dimensional forms of equations (2)- (5) can be written as
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where the non-dimensional physical parameters are defined as:M = ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi (s nf B 2 0 )=ar nf q is the magnetic para-
is the radiation parameter, t r = T w =T ' is the temperature ratio, Re = a x 2 =y nf is the local Reynolds number, v = K=a is the chemical reaction parameter, s = (C w À C ' )=(1 À C w )y is the Stefan blowing parameter, l 1 = N 1 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi a=(y nf y) p is the velocity slip parameter, l 2 = N 2 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi a=(y nf y) p is the thermal slip parameter, l 3 = N 3 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi a=(y nf y) p is the mass slip parameter, and b is the stagnation parameter.
In this study, the important engineering quantities are the skin friction coefficient, the local Nusselt number and Sherwood number. These quantities evaluate the transport phenomena at the wall (sheet) and are defined respectively as:
Skin friction coefficient
where t w represents wall stress, which is defined as
Using equations (7), (12) and (13), we obtain
Local Nusselt number
where q w represents heat flux at wall and is defined as 19, 21, 53 
where, h p = c p (T w À T ' ) is the enthalpy, and j p is the sum of the Brownian and thermophoresis diffusion terms, defined as
Using equations (6), (7) and (15)- (17), we obtain
Local Sherwood number
where q m represents mass flux at wall and defined as
Using equations (6), (17), (19) and (20), we obtain
Entropy generation analysis
The volumetric rate of entropy generation, due to the effects of heat transfer, nonlinear radiation, viscous dissipation, diffusion and electromagnetic field is defined as 36,54
where R g (J mol À1 K À1 ) is the gas constant. The characteristic rate of entropy generation is
The non-dimensional entropy generation number is obtained by applying similarity transformations on the ratio of S G and S C which is defined as
where x = (R g DC ' )=k nf is diffusive constant, and
Solutions with HAM
To solve the non-dimensional system of nonlinear partial differential equatiouations (7)- (9) with boundary conditions (10), the HAM has been applied. On the basis of suggestions of Liao, 42 we have selected the following initial guesses, linear operators and auxiliary functions:
The initial guesses
which are satisfied the boundary conditions (10) . The linear operators
which are satisfied the conditions
The auxiliary functions
The zeroth-order equation
where q 2 ½0, 1 and h G , h u and h S are the auxiliary parameters. The convergence of equations (28)- (31) are dependent on the values of these auxiliary parameters. The term N G , N u and N S are defined as
On differentiating equations (28)- (30) m times and dividing by m!, then with subsequent substitution of q = 0, we obtain
with boundary conditions: 
where
, and
The convergence of the following series of solutions is dependent on the appropriate choice of auxiliary para-
To solve the above equations, we have applied the symbolic software Maple 18 and obtained the terms G m (x, y), u m (x, y) and S m (x, y) in the following form
where the suffix 'PS' represents the particular solution. The all c i (i = 1 . . . 7) are calculated with the help of the boundary conditions equation (38) .
Convergence of HAM solutions
The convergences of equations (43)- (45) are dependent on the appropriate values of auxiliary parameters h G , h u and h S which can be obtained by sketching hcurves. 55 We have sketched the h-curves with G 00 (0, y), u 0 (0, y) and S 0 (0, y) for different values of y up to the eighth order of approximations and obtained a horizontal line in the ranges h G = ½À0:048, 0, h u = ½À0:048, 0 and h S = ½À0:02, 0 which are displayed in Figure 2 . Table 1 represents the order of convergences of G 00 (0, y), u 0 (0, y) and S 0 (0, y) for the values of auxiliary parameters, h G = À 0:024, h u = À 0:012 and h S = À 0:004 which indicates that the results are convergent up to four decimal places at 20th order of approximations. Hence, these are the appropriate values of auxiliary parameters h G , h u and h S . In Table 2 , we present a comparison of the values of fÀS 0 (0, y)g obtained by HAM and shooting method for steady non-radiative flow which presents a good agreement between both. Table 3 shows the comparison of the present values of G 00 (0, y) with previous published values, that is, Wang 56 and Abbas et al. 57 
Discussion of results
In this section, we present a brief discussion of the influence of physical parameters on velocity G 0 (x, y), Table  4 with variation in the values of Ec, Nt, b, l 2 , l 3 and fixed values of other parameters. This table shows that these both quantities are decreased with an increase in the value of Eckert number and thermal slip parameter but increased with thermophoresis and stagnation parameter and also represents that Nusselt number increases as the values of mass slip parameter increases but Sherwood number decreases with an increase in the value of this parameter. The profiles of velocity G 0 (x, y), temperature u(x, y) and concentration S(x, y) in opposition to x are presented in Figure 3 in which Figure 3(a) and (b) are sketched to elucidate the effects of magnetic field parameter M and electric field parameter E on velocity. It is evident that G 0 (x, y) is an increasing function of both of these parameters. The behaviour of M can be understood by the term ((s nf B 2 0 )=r nf ) ( u À u ' ) in the primitive momentum conservation equation (2) . Since, in our study, the boundary layer velocity u is less than the external free-stream velocity u ' ; therefore, the term ((s nf B 2 0 )=r nf )( u À u ' ) become negative. Furthermore, in the transformed momentum conservation equation (8), the term ÀM 2 y((∂G=∂x) À 1 À E), both magnetic and electrical body force terms become effectively positive. These body forces, therefore, assist momentum development and lead to flow acceleration. Thus velocity increases with an increase in the value of magnetic parameter, M. Figure 3 (c) depicts temperature profile Figure 3 . Effect of (a) magnetic and (b) electric parameter on velocity (G 0 (x, y)) effect of (c) radiation parameter on temperature (u(x, y)) and effect of (d) chemical reaction parameter on concentration (f(x, y)).
versus transformed transverse coordinate, x for different values of radiation parameter R. It is apparent that u(x, y) increases with an increase in the value of R. This parameter is defined as R = (4s 1 T 3 ' )=(k nf k 1 ) and features in the augmented thermal diffusion term in the heat conservation equation (9) . It defines the relative contribution of thermal radiation heat transfer to thermal conduction heat transfer. When R \ 1, thermal conduction dominates. When R = 1, both thermal conduction and thermal radiation contributions are equal. For R . 1, thermal radiation dominates over thermal conduction. In these simulations, we confine attention to the last of these three cases, that is, 0 \ R \ 1, wherein thermal radiative flux is substantial. Figure  3 (c) clearly reveals that there is energizing of the flow with increasing R values. This enhances thermal diffusion and therefore elevates temperatures and also thermal boundary layer thickness. Similar observations have been reported by Shehzad et al. 58 and Venkateswarlu and Narayana. 27 Figure 3(d) depicts the concentration profile versus x for different values of chemical reaction parameter v, which shows that concentration is a decreasing function of v. We consider the destructive type of homogeneous chemical reaction. Increasing the chemical reaction parameter v produces a decrease in velocity and therefore also momentum boundary layer thickness is therefore increased substantially with greater chemical reaction effect. However, concentration distributions decrease when the chemical reaction increases. Physically, for a destructive case, with stronger chemical reaction, greater destruction of the original nanoparticle species takes place. This, in turn, suppresses molecular diffusion of the remaining species which leads to a fall in concentration magnitudes and a corresponding depletion in concentration boundary layer thickness. Figure 4 (a)-(c) illustrate the influence of magnetic parameter M, electric parameter E, Stefan blowing parameter s, dimensionless time t, velocity slip parameter l 1 and stagnation parameter b on skin friction coefficient Cf. Cf increases with an increase in the values of M since magnetic body force accelerates the flow whereas it decreases with electric field E. However the converse response is computed with s, l 1 and b. In this figure, we have computed the effects of blowing parameter on skin friction for the values of s = À 1, 0, 1. Here s = À 1 indicates suction at the sheet surface, s = 0 implies a solid wall (no lateral mass flux) and s = 1 indicates injection at the wall. We have observed that as the value of blowing parameter (mass transfer) increases, skin friction at the surface decreases i.e. strong lateral mass flux into the boundary layer decreases the skin friction at the sheet surface. Figure 5 depicts the combined effects of s and t on local Nusselt number and Sherwood number; evidently both quantities are decreasing function of s but increasing function of t. With greater progression of time therefore heat and mass transfer at the sheet (wall) is enhanced and wall suction (s =21) induces a similar influence. Wall injection (s = 1) however depresses heat and mass transfer rates at the wall. Figure 6 describes the effects of radiation parameter on Nur and Shr and shows that as the value of radiation parameter increases, the Nusselt number increases but Sherwood number decreases. Clearly with greater temperatures generated at higher values of radiation parameter the heat transferred to the wall is boosted. Conversely wall mass transfer rate is depressed owing to an increase in concentration of nanoparticles in the boundary layer. Figure 7 shows that Nur and Shr are both increased with chemical reaction parameter. The destruction in nanoparticle species with stronger chemical reaction effect (higher v values), leads to a depletion in concentration values in the boundary layer. This encourages the transfer of species to the wall and elevates Sherwood number. The species diffusion to the wall also assist thermal diffusion and elevates wall heat transfer rates.
The second law of thermodynamics states that generally entropy of a system always increases. This statement is confirmed by Figure 8 molecular motion and therefore the entropy of the system decreases. Figure 9 (a)-(c) visualize the combined effects of parameters (M, E), (Nt, Nb) and (Re, R), in threedimensional plots of Ns. Inspection of the Figure 9 (a) reveals that Ns increases with an increase in the value of thermophoresis parameter Nt, whereas the contrary behaviour is generated with increasing Brownian motion parameter Nb. Figure 9(b) shows the combined effects of Reynolds number and radiation parameter. With increasing Reynolds number, the entropy generation number also increases which is consistent with the results of Figure 8 (c). There is a weak modification of Ns due to radiation parameter. Furthermore it is apparent that Figure 9 
Concluding remarks
An analytical study of the collective influence of Stefan blowing and chemical reaction on unsteady nonlinear radiative EMHD stagnation-point flow of nanofluid from a stretching sheet has been presented with slip effects. HAM solutions have been derived for the transformed, nonlinear partial differential boundary value problem. The principal conclusions of the present simulations may be summarized as:
Velocity is an increasing function of magnetic and electric parameter. Temperature increases with an increase in the value of radiation parameter, whereas concentration decreases with an increase in the value of chemical reaction parameter. Skin friction coefficient increases with an increase in the value of M and t, whereas it demonstrates the opposite response with s, b, E and l 1 . Local Nusselt number decreases with an increase in the value of Stefan blowing parameter s, whereas it increases with R, v and t. A similar response is computed for Sherwood number with s, v and t; however, the converse trend is observed with R. Entropy generation number is an increasing function of M, E, Re and Nt, whereas it demonstrates the contrary behaviour with v and Nb.
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